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Membership
Matters

“We never lose
sight that this is a
membership-driven
organization.”

The View From Here

by Rob Raschio

A

springtime survey provided to membership
asked how the OCDLA can improve
services to the membership. Over 300
of our 1300 members participated. The Board of
Directors reviewed the survey carefully. We learned
quite a bit about how the OCDLA can provide
better services to the members. After reading this
article, if you have further suggestions, let us know.
Your membership, and opinion, matters.
While members recognize that OCDLA and
staff organize about a dozen seminars a year and
appreciated the fantastic job being done, there
were some great suggestions for new and enhanced
programs. A number of members requested a
seminar dedicated to the preservation of error and
federalizing objections in cases. So, the Education
Committee under the direction of Liz Wakefield
and David McDonald has just put together the final
touches on a great program covering these and
other topics for our Benson Winter Conference,
December 3 and 4: “Advanced Techniques for
Mastering and Controlling Your Case.”
There was also a call for more emphasis on
forensics/scientific evidence in the courtroom. The
call has been heard. On March 4 and 5, 2011, a
special seminar in Eugene will focus on scientific
evidence. I find that in my practice knowing the
science better than the prosecution wins cases. The
outline of the program is very tantalizing.
Numerous other topics were suggested too. The
Education Committee is aware of the membership’s
interest in immigration, sentencing and mental health
issues, and will be crafting specific presentations on
those topics to give you what you’re looking for.
The survey asked about the location of our
seminars and whether the geographic diversity
could be improved. The general response was that
the current mix works. But, there was also a call
for some smaller CLEs and placement of a seminar
or two in different locations. East of the mountain
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practitioners have been heard. The 2011 Public
Defense Management and the Death Penalty
seminars will be held in Pendleton. We will also
use this opportunity to honor Dennis Hachler’s
passing by bringing a seminar to his hometown [see
The Oregon Defense Attorney, Sept/Oct 2010].
Dennis was one of the elite lawyers who worked
tirelessly to prevent the state from killing humans.
Don’t worry, southern Oregon, we will be back.
Actually, the board has recommended and the
Education Committee is exploring, the possibility
of taking the show on the road. We have proposed
half-day seminars which would select portions
of our main seminar topics, expand upon key
components and take them to under-served areas of
the state. If you support the idea, shout out.
“Take us to Mexico,” read one comment with
lots of support to bring back our Spanish Law series.
Done. You can now sign up for the Spanish Law,
Language & Diversity Program to be held February
13–18, 2011 in La Paz, Baja, Mexico!
Publications are a cornerstone of the services
provided to members. Alex Bassos, with the able
assistance of Dr. Keith Linn and Cate Wollam, has
produced an important new publication, Mental
Health & Criminal Defense. All who own it praise
its accuracy and analysis. Michael Rose continues
work on a revamped Criminal Law Formbook.
Karen Stenard, Tahra Sinks and Dawn Andrews
(all amazing board members) are dedicated juvenile
defenders. As a result of their leadership, juvenile
practitioners can expect the OCDLA to produce
a comprehensive manual regarding dependency
and termination. Obviously a Herculean effort.
The OCDLA is committed to producing at least an
Continued on next page
OCDLA Board President Rob Raschio is with Morris Olson
Smith Starns Raschio in the Dalles. He serves on the Legislative
and PAC committees.
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OCDLA Member
Jesse Wm. Barton
to Receive OSB President’s
Public Service Award

abbreviated form to help juvenile practitioners this year.
Eric Johansen, board member and attorney at Oregon
Public Defense Services Appellate Division, is examining
the possibility of producing a preservation of error/postconviction manual. More on that in the next few months.
Improvements to the website happen consistently. The
board has a dedicated subcommittee working on improving
our website. With the departure of Jessica Freeman, the
board is in the process of bringing on a new member to
reorganize and review all of the online motions for accuracy
and current applicability and usefulness. Additionally, the
OCDLA is working on improving technological access to
prior CLE materials on the web. Keep checking in. The board
continues to have discussions regarding its structure. The
mix seems to work and is likely to remain the same for the
foreseeable future.
Members provided a number of suggestions on how
to improve services. “Upgrade both substantive and fiscal
lobbying efforts.” Done. Our lobbying team of Gail Meyer
and Jennifer Williamson are currently preparing for the
2011 session, shopping our bill concepts with legislators
and working with PDSC preparing for the budget fight.
As suggested, the Legislative Committee will continue to
provide information to the membership as legislation is
working through the process in Salem. Another suggestion:
lawyer-to-lawyer mentoring. The board is discussing this
issue in December. Three, the OCDLA continues to offer
scholarship services to our members in need. The list goes
on, but the board is committed to continuing the high level
of membership services you have come to expect.
To quote a survey participant, “I really love and
appreciate the organization, but don’t say it enough. Thanks
OCDLA.” I couldn’t agree more. Another says: “This is a
tremendously well-run organization!” Again, no argument
from me and kudos to John and our able staff. Or as one
participant put it: “Consider periodic election to sainthood
for executive directors and staff members.”
As always, this organization strives to provide the very
best services it can to members. There are always areas for
improvement and the board will continue to review and
improve membership services. And, we never lose sight that this
is a membership-driven organization. Do not hesitate to contact
your board member with suggestions, comments and kudos.
Finally, I look forward to seeing a great turnout at the
Benson Winter Conference, December 3–4. And I hope you
will join me as OCDLA will also be honoring Bert Putney
from Medford with the Morrow Award. The Morrow Award
is our lifetime achievement award and Bert has earned it
through 25 years of dedicated services to the indigent in
southern Oregon.

OCDLA member Jesse Wm. Barton will be honored on Thursday evening, December 2, with the
OSB President’s Public Service Award. The award
is part of the OSB Annual Awards Dinner at the
Governor Hotel in Portland. Visit osbar.org for
event details.
Congratulations Jesse!

Thank you to our Door Prize
Donors to the September Hold the
Line Seminar —
Marine Discovery Tours
Mariner Square
Mo’s Restaurant
Pacific Breeze Seafoods
Rogue Ales
Whale’s Tale Restaurant

Volunteer Programmer
Improves OCDLA’s Website
For the past few months, OCDLA has benefited
from the careful and thoughtful expertise of Henry
Orwen, a computer programmer with 30 years
experience in the field. Henry is donating his
time to OCDLA to help improve the security of
the website, create a test server, and clean up and
streamline the databases that operate behind the
scenes. These improvements are not necessarily
apparent to the user, but are nonethless vital to the
long-term functionality of the website.
Thank you, Henry!
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The “Real”
Bert Putney

“Bert has changed
the face of criminal
defense practice in
Oregon.”

by Marie Barraza Desmond

Achievement

E

veryone who meets Hubert A. Putney says
the same thing about that first encounter: he
is intimidating and gruff. It was not unusual
to greet Bert and get a “harrumph” in return. Or,
to walk into his office and have him say, “What
do you want?” But those of us who have spent
any time with him know that this façade masks
a concerned and caring individual, an inspiring
mentor, and a true defender of the rights of the
criminally charged.
To write about quiet warriors is not an easy
task. Such persons are just that: silent about
their accomplishments. Bert Putney is, indeed,
a man of very few words. He has, for the last 40
years, gone about his daily fight for justice, first
as a new attorney in Jackson County, and then
as the unpretentious leader of Southern Oregon
Public Defenders. Comprised of both Jackson and
Josephine counties, Bert maintains his office in
Medford with frequent visits to the Grants Pass
office.
Out of 300 other soldiers in the Army, Bert was
one of two not sent to Vietnam. Instead, he found
himself assigned to San Juan, Puerto Rico—just a
stone’s throw from the famous Castle El Morro. His
assignment: teaching tennis to children of Army
officers and tending bar at night. Turns out that
Bert’s fight was not to be in the jungles of Southeast
Asia but in the courtrooms of Oregon.
Bert graduated from Willamette Law School
in 1970. He found work as an associate with the
Ben Day law firm handling both civil and criminal
matters. He tried his first murder case in 1975
and estimates that “back then” a good lawyer
could have a dozen or more trials per month. Bert
established his reputation in the courtroom early
on as a formidable fighter. One particular district
attorney, knowing that Bert was deaf in one ear,
would inch ever closer to the jury box and speak in
a quiet voice, not for strategic reasons, but simply
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to see Bert sitting on the edge of his chair straining
to hear. As if that would stop Bert from rising
repeatedly from his chair to voice objections!
Southern Oregon Public Defenders was born
in 1985 when Frank DeSimone, a former deputy
district attorney in Medford, Bob Warren, a judge
who turned in his robe because he believed he
could accomplish more in the trenches than from
the bench, and Bert decided to form a group of
defenders who could handle the ever-burgeoning
criminal defense caseload in Jackson and Josephine
counties. Bringing together this diverse trio is a
testament to Bert’s dedication to the practice of
indigent defense, his far-sightedness in seeing the
need for quality representation, and his business
savvy that allowed him to imagine and implement
an indigent defense practice in southern Oregon.
A former client, “a good safecracker” who was
involved in the prison riots of 2008, gave his
endorsement by saying, “With Warren, DeSimone
and Putney, who would ever want to hire a
lawyer?”
Judge Ray White of Jackson County is Bert’s
long-time friend. Their first encounter was through
a Babe Ruth baseball team where Judge White’s
nephew was playing. Bert, manager of the team,
asked the judge to join as a coach. Judge White
reports, “During that period I saw he really cared
about the kids and tried to help them in a caring
and dedicated manner.” That caring and dedication
has carried over to Bert’s management of SOPD.
Again, in Judge White’s words, “Bert has always
attempted to hire good staff and has consistently
provided a premium service to his clients and
Continued on next page
OCDLA Board Member Marie Barraza Desmond is a staff
attorney with Public Defender Services of Lane County in
Eugene. She serves on the Legislative, Law School Outreach and
Building Campaign committees.
The Oregon Defense Attorney

the quality of indigent representation improve dramatically.
He emphasizes the role of OCDLA and its educational
seminars. He stresses that the primary focus of any attorney,
new or experienced, remains: preparation, preparation, and
preparation. Bert’s longterm vision entails not just county
public defenders but regional offices within the state. In this
age of technology, he sees where administrative costs could
be lowered. Lastly, he envisions a cadre of trainers who
would travel to each region to enhance the skill level of and
quality of representation by criminal defense attorneys.
But alas! Bert has decided to turn in his polished loafers
for his cleated golf shoes. Despite the “encouragement” of
Toni, his wife of 17 years, to keep his hand on his law books,
Bert retorts, “You don’t understand. I don’t want to work.”
And he has, indeed, earned his retirement. Asked what he
would like his legacy to be, he resolutely states that he hopes
he will be remembered for his kindness to others, his care
and concern for those he employed, and “treating others as I
would want to be treated.”
Bert has, indeed, changed the face of criminal defense
in Oregon. That improved face is mirrored in the tenacity
of those he has mentored. It is a face that beckons all of us
to step up and meet the challenge. It is the face of a quiet
warrior who firmly persuades us to be the best we can be.
What better way to change the face of criminal defense
in Oregon than to embody that spirit. There is no better
way to honor Bert than to bestow the Ken Morrow Lifetime
Achievement Award.

ACHIEVEMENT Continued from previous page.

the criminal justice system. He has always held to the
philosophy that an attorney is an officer of the court and has
a high duty to make the justice system work, and not just be
an obstructionist and make the job harder for everybody.”
One of Bert’s important contributions to indigent
defense is his capacity to care for and mentor the attorneys
fortunate enough to cross his path. Bert’s shop has seen at
least two attorneys ascend to the bench in Jackson County.
The Medford office and Grants Pass office have been the
“training ground” for newer attorneys, who then move
on to bigger counties, filled with the confidence Bert has
helped instill. Lisa Greif, former OCDLA president, former
attorney at SOPD and currently a Jackson County judge,
remembers Bert as setting a model for how public defense
should be accomplished. Bert has been “a champion for
public defender services”—participating in site reviews,
speaking to legislators, working in collaborative team efforts
and encouraging collegiality. He has earned “great respect”
from the bench. Jim Adams, the Jackson County Court
Administrator, seconds that affirmation and states, “Bert has
changed the face of criminal defense practice in Oregon.”
Over the years, Bert has seen substantial changes
in criminal defense, including the implementation of
sentencing guidelines and then the further erosion of judicial
discretion with mandatory sentencing under Measure 11
and property crime minimums. Of course, he has also seen
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Friday Night Dinner Honoring Bert Putney
The Benson Hotel, Portland • Friday, December 3, 6:00p
– Menu –
Braised Lamb Shank with Grilled Asparagus, Sundried Tomatoes
and Wild Oregon Mushroooms
served with Creamy Polenta
– or –

Salmon with Lemon Beurre Blanc Sauce with Grilled Asparagus,
Sundried Tomatoes and Wild Oregon Mushroooms
served with Garlic Mashed Potatoes
– or –

Wild Oregon Mushroom Risotto with Fresh Herbs
served with Carmelized Roasted Winter Vegetables

With: Benson Classic Caesar Salad, Rolls and Butter
Dessert: Benson Sampler: Chocolate Dipped Strawberry, Chocolate Mousse Cup
& Chocolate Truffle and Berry Tart

Friday Night Dinner Honoring Bert Putney
The Benson Hotel, Portland • Friday, December 3, 6:00p
Yes! Please reserve for me on Friday, December 3:
Standard

❏ $60 single

❏ $100 couple

= $ _____.

Benefactors

❏ $75

❏ $150 couple

= $_____.

(Benefactors receive recognition in the program).

Sponsor (reserved table for eight)
❏ $500
Sit together and please support OCDLA. Sponsors receive special recognition in the program.

= $ _____.

Name of table sponsor: _ _____________________________________________________________________________

Registration information

Payment Method

Entree: ❏ Lamb ❏ Salmon ❏ Risotto
Guest Name (use separate sheet for tables of eight)
_______________________________________________________

________________________________________________
Exp. Date:_____ Billing Zip:_______________________
Name on card___________________________________ 		
________________________________________________

Name _ ____________________________________________ Total $______
Address _ __________________________________________ ❏ Check enclosed, payable to OCDLA
City State Zip________________________________________ ❏ AmEx/Discover/Visa/MC #

Entree ❏ Lamb

❏ Salmon ❏ Risotto

Return with payment to: OCDLA, 96 E. Broadway, Suite 5, Eugene, OR 97401 / fax: 541.686.2319 / tel: 541.686.8716
The Oregon Defense Attorney
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Who can attend?

OCDLA 2010 Winter Conference

This program is open to defense
lawyers and those professionals
and law students directly involved
in the defense function.

Advanced Techniques

for mastering & controlling your case
December 3–4, 2010 | Benson Hotel, Portland

What’s included in the fee?

Registrant Information

•
•
•
•
•
•

Name_________________________________________ Bar #/PSID#_ ________________________

Seminar admission
Written materials
CLE credit
Friday lunch
Saturday breakfast
Refreshments during breaks

Financial assistance?
Contact OCDLA by Nov. 23 about
scholarships, payment plans or
creative payment arrangements.

Cancellations
Seminar cancellations made by
noon on December 2 will receive
a refund less a $25 cancellation
fee. No-shows receive the written
material and audio CDs.

CLE Registration
Online: www.ocdla.org
Phone: (541) 686-8716
Fax: (541) 686-2319
Mail: 96 East Broadway, Suite 5,
Eugene, OR 97401

CLE Credit
Approval pending in Oregon for
10 general credits; in Washington
for 9.5 general; and in California
for 9.5 general. Inquire about other
states.

Name for Badge___________________________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________________________________________
City_ _________________________________________ State____________ Zip________________
Phone_ _______________________________________Fax_________________________________
Email____________________________________________________________________________

CLE Tuition and Materials
Early Bird (by 11/23)
OCDLA Members:
Nonmembers:

Standard (after 11/23)

Lawyer

p $295

p $320

=

$_____

Nonlawyer

p $215

p $240

=

$_____

Lawyer:

p $360

p $385

=

$_____

Nonlawyer

p $275

p $300

=

$_____

-

$_____

-

$_____

=

$_____

=

$_____

=

$_____

=
=
=

$_____
$_____
$_____

=

$_____

=
=
=
=

$_____
$_____
$_____
$_____

Written Material Option (registration fee includes hardcopy and CD)
p Download materials from OCDLA website (subtract $15)
(high-speed internet connection required)

p CD only, no hardcopy (subtract $15)

Friday Holiday Dinner & Ken Morrow Award Presented to
Bert Putney, Director, Southern Oregon Public Defender, Inc.
Standard Guest Ticket

p $60 single

p $100 couple

Benefactors and sponsors receive special recognition in the program
Benefactors

p $75 single

p $150 couple

Sponsor—Reserved Table for Eight

p $500			

Sit together as a group and support OCDLA.
Name of table sponsor: ________________________________________________________

Can’t Attend — Get the Audio and Written Materials
Lodging at the Benson
503-228-2000 / 1-888-523-6766
reservations@bensonhotel.com.
Reservations must be made by
Nov. 3. After that date rooms may
not be available at our special rate
of $133/night for single or double
occupancy ($170 for a Benson
Junior Suite).

p Written materials (hardcopy and CD) & audio, $295, members only
p Written materials (CD only) & audio, $280, members only
p Written material only—CD, $135; CD and hardcopy, $150

OCDLA Scholarship Fund
p $25 donation to the scholarship fund to assist members who would
otherwise be unable to attend

OCDLA Membership Membership valid through June 2011.
Bar entry 2006 to 2009
Bar entry 2005 or earlier
Nonlawyer Professional Membership
Bar entry 2010—New Bar Admittee

p
p
p
p

$145 new/$195 renewing

$215 new/$285 renewing
$85 new/$115 renewing
$50

Payment Information Payment must accompany registration.
p Check enclosed p VISA/MC/AMEX/Discover

Total

= $_____

___________________________________________________________________________________________
Name on Card

Card Number

Exp. Date

___________________________________________________________________________________________
Credit Cart Billing Address

The Oregon Defense Attorney
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Congratulations, I’m
Sorry: State v. Partain
And the possibility of a harsher
sentence on remand

“Appellate counsel
now face the significant
challenge of advising
clients on how big a risk
they take by pursuing an
appeal.”

Appellate Perspective

By Shawn Wiley

F

or 43 years, criminal defendants relied on the
rule of State v. Turner, 247 Or 301, 313, 429
P2d 565 (1967), in deciding whether to appeal
their convictions. The Turner rule, in a nutshell,
stated that when a defendant was resentenced
after successfully appealing his conviction, the
resentencing court could not impose a more severe
punishment than the original sentence.
On September 10, 2010, the Turner rule
experienced a sudden and unexpected demise
with the Oregon Supreme Court’s decision in
State v. Partain, 349 Or 10, __ P3d __ (2010).
The issue presented to the court in Partain was
straightforward: did the Turner rule apply when a
defendant successfully appealed only his sentence?
The Supreme Court, however, used the case as
a vehicle to overturn the Turner rule entirely,
replacing it with a rule based on the federal model
set out in Pearce v. North Carolina, 395 US 711, 89
S Ct 2072, 23 L Ed 2d 656 (1969).
Under the federal model, a trial court may
resentence a defendant who has successfully
appealed to a more severe sentence so long as
the record affirmatively shows that the court is not
acting vindictively, i.e., that the court is not imposing
the harsher sentence to punish the defendant for
appealing. Under Pearce, the trial court must identify
“new” information it did not have at the original
sentencing as the reason(s) for the harsher sentence.
The legal issues and analysis in Partain are ripe
for discussion and comment. But, however one
dissects the reasoning and outcome of Partain, we
are left with the effects of the decision itself. Trial
and appellate counsel now face the significant
challenge of advising clients on how big a risk they
take by pursuing an appeal. This article examines
some of the considerations involved in evaluating
that risk and the manner in which appellate courts
will review increased sentences.
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Examine the Issues on Appeal and the
Original Sentence
The first step in assessing the potential risk
to a particular client posed by the Partain rule is
an obvious one: determine whether the appeal
could result in resentencing and, if so, whether
the trial court could impose a harsher sentence
than the first. If a successful appeal is unlikely to
result in resentencing, there is no Partain concern.
For example, if your client is convicted of a single
count of PCS and the issue on appeal is the denial
of a motion to suppress the drugs that formed the
basis of the conviction, a successful appeal will
result in the case being dismissed.
Similarly, if the court imposed the maximum
sentence at the original sentencing hearing, then
the risk to the client of successfully appealing and
returning to the court for retrial or resentencing
is effectively nonexistent. Care should be taken,
however, to identify cases in which the maximum
sentence has truly been imposed. For example, in
many cases, the Measure 11 mandatory minimum will
be the maximum sentence. However, for some clients
who have an extensive criminal history score and
serious convictions, the court may be able to reach a
harsher sentence by imposing a departure sentence.

What “New” Information Is Available?
The court held in Partain that a judge may
justify a harsher second sentence by identifying
reasons “based on identified facts of which the
first sentencing judge was unaware, and [which]
satisfy a reviewing court that the length of the
Continued on next page
OCDLA Member Shawn Wiley is a Chief Deputy Defender in
the Appellate Division, Office of Public Defense Services, Salem.
The Oregon Defense Attorney
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that “throw[s] new light upon the defendant’s ‘life, health,
habits, conduct, and mental and moral propensities.’” 395
US at 723 (citations omitted). “Such information may come
to the judge’s attention from evidence adduced at the second
trial itself, from a new presentence investigation, from the
defendant’s prison record, or possibly from other sources.”
Id.
Partain, for its part, ostensibly contains only two
requirements: the reasons for the more severe sentence (1)
must be based on information not available at the original
sentencing, and (2) “must be such as to satisfy a reviewing
court that the length of the sentence imposed is not a
product of vindictiveness toward the offender.” The opinion
suggests that as long as the resentencing judge is able to
point to something other than previously known facts or the
successful appeal, the harsher sentence will stand.
Presumably, however, the new information must support
the harsher sentence. For example, if the trial court arrives
at the new, more severe sentence by running some counts
consecutively that were originally concurrent, the new
information should satisfy ORS 137.123. Similarly, if the
resentencing court wishes to impose a departure sentence
to increase the original term, the new information must
establish an enhancement fact, and the state would be held
to the requirements of notice and burden of proof under ORS
136.765.

sentence imposed is not a product of vindictiveness toward
the offender.” 349 Or at 26. Under Pearce, such information
was limited to “identifiable conduct on the part of the
defendant occurring after the time of the original sentencing
procedure.” 395 US at 726 (emphasis added). But in a
footnote, the Partain court interpreted a subsequent Supreme
Court decision, Texas v. McCullough, 475 US 134, 141–42,
106 S Ct 976, 89 L Ed 2d 104 (1986), to allow a judge to
also consider acts committed by the defendant before the
original sentencing proceeding, but unknown to the court at
that proceeding.1 Partain, 349 Or at 25 n8.
Thus, an attorney attempting to advise a client
contemplating or litigating an appeal of the risks presented
by Partain faces the challenge of determining whether
any “new” information exists that could justify a harsher
sentence. Trial counsel explaining the potential risks
of appeal to a client may be aware of some potentially
damaging information that was not presented to the original
sentencing court, such as other pending charges against the
client or information that was not included in the PSI. The
Appellate Division of OPDS now includes a question in its
online referral form asking the person referring the case to
identify any conduct that could serve as justification for a
more severe sentence upon remand.
In addition, both trial and appellate counsel should warn
the client that any conduct that was not presented to the
judge who imposed the original sentence may be considered
at resentencing, should the appeal be successful. The client
will obviously be in a better position to know what was not
discovered prior to the original sentencing hearing, and what
has happened since, that could be used to justify a harsher
sentence.

How Will Vindictiveness Be Evaluated on Appeal?
Under the federal model now adopted as the Oregon
rule, a more severe sentence imposed upon remand after
a successful appeal will be upheld only if the appellate
court is satisfied that the new sentence is not the product
of vindictiveness on the part of the sentencing judge. As
usual, the devil is in the details. How vindictiveness will be
evaluated is a major question after Partain, as Justice Walters
notes in her dissent.
The original formulation of the federal rule was relatively
straightforward. In Pearce, the Supreme Court noted that
“[t]he existence of a retaliatory motive would, of course, be
extremely difficult to prove in any individual case.” 395 US
at 725 n20. Consequently, the Court held that a presumption
of vindictiveness attaches to a harsher sentence imposed
after appeal, which can be overcome only if the resentencing
court details non-vindictive reasons for the more severe
penalty on the record. Id. at 726.
The Oregon Supreme Court’s approach in Partain
mirrored Pearce:

What Information Will Suffice?
Two of the larger questions left unanswered by Partain
are what types of information will justify a greater sentence
upon remand and how appellate courts will evaluate
whether or not a harsher sentence is “vindictive.” Regarding
the first question, the Pearce opinion refers to information
1 Sharp-eyed commentators on the Pond have noted that McCullough,
which involved resentencing after the court had allowed a motion for
new trial, is factually distinguishable from the situations in Pearce and
Partain, which involved resentencing after a successful appeal. However,
other courts have reached a similar conclusion as the Partain court, see,
e.g., US v. Colunga, 812 F2d 196, 199-200 (5th Cir 1987), and, at any
rate, the holding is operative precedent until such point as the Oregon
Supreme Court corrects any errors.

If an Oregon trial judge believes that an offender
whom the judge is about to resentence should
receive a more severe sentence than the one
originally imposed, the judge’s reasons must

It is worth noting that at least one court has limited the consideration of
conduct that occurred prior to the original sentencing hearing to “evidence of which the State was unaware and could not, with the exercise
of due diligence, have offered at the first sentencing hearing.” Ex parte
Miller, ___ SW3d ___, 2009 WL 3446468 (Tex Crim App 2009).

Continued on next page
The Oregon Defense Attorney
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affirmatively appear on the record. Those reasons
must be based on identified facts of which the first
sentencing judge was unaware, and must be such
as to satisfy a reviewing court that the length of the
sentence imposed is not a product of vindictiveness
toward the offender. Absent such facts and reasons,
an unexplained or inadequately explained increased
sentence will be presumed to be based on
vindictive motives, and will be reversed.
Partain, 349 Or at 25–26; emphasis added.

by holding it inapplicable when the first sentence resulted
from a guilty plea and the second, more severe sentence was
imposed after the defendant successfully appealed and was
subsequently convicted upon remand by a jury.
It remains to be seen whether the Oregon Supreme
Court meant to adopt the current version of the federal
model or whether Partain’s explanation of the presumption
as defined by Pearce will prevail. The question is not an
academic one. Under the federal model, if the presumption
of vindictiveness does not apply, the defendant must prove
actual vindictiveness. United States v. Rodriguez, 602 F3d
346, 360 (5th Cir 2010) (citing McCullough, 475 US at 138).
As the Supreme Court noted in Pearce, that is an “extremely
difficult” task in most cases.
What also remains to be seen is the eventual impact of
Partain, both in terms of how many judges opt to punish a
client more severely following a successful appeal and the
chilling effect that the possibility of a harsher sentence has
on our clients’ willingness to appeal unlawful convictions
and sentences.

However, the Partain opinion fails to acknowledge that
federal courts have significantly limited the presumption
of vindictiveness in subsequent opinions. For example,
although the more severe second sentence in Pearce was
imposed by a different judge than the one who imposed
the original sentence, the McCullough Court held that the
presumption does not apply where a different judge imposes
the harsher sentence upon remand. 475 US at 140. In
Alabama v. Smith, 490 US 794, 801, 109 S Ct 2201, 104 L
Ed 2d 865 (1989), the Court further limited the presumption

Mark your calendar for OCDLA’s annual

New Lawyers Seminar

Saturday, January 29, 2011
World Trade Center, Portland

Heard last year…
“Practical, useful advice.”
“Great, entertaining speakers.”
“Answered many questions regarding ethics and basics
of a criminal practice.”
Oregon Criminal Defense Lawyers Association
To register or request more information call OCDLA at 541-686-8716, or visit ocdla.org.
November/December 2010
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NEW!
and, quite simply,
a tour de force.

In Mental Health & Criminal Defense, Alex Bassos, JD, expertly analyzes every aspect of
a criminal case involving clients with mental health or cognitive issues and challenges attorneys to "push
back against the state's attempts to punish a person for having a mental illness." From reminding us that
"diminished capacity" doesn't appear in the Oregon Revised Statutes to exhorting us to hold the state to its
burden of proving the mental state of the charged crime, from the how-tos of civil commitment including the
mental health exam, to the defense of GEI, Bassos delivers compelling arguments on every page. Included are
impeccable chapters on dangerousness and crossing the mental health expert, as well as a thorough glossary
and a chapter covering everything you need to know about clinical assessment and testing.

A tour de force, with major contributions by Keith I. Linn, PsyD.

"Just got my Mental Health & Criminal Defense book. What a marvelous piece of work. Great job,
Alex Bassos!" —Phil Studenberg
"The manual provides a road map to GEI, aid & assist issues, civil commitment procedures and much more;
if it is in the ORS and has to do with mental health issues, Mental Health & Criminal Defense will
show you how to navigate it. It is not often that someone we all know to be the best at something produces
a manual showing how he does it. When that happens, as it has here, we need to take advantage of it."
—Cate Wollam

492 pp
Mylar tabs, sturdy 3-ring binder

$225 hard copy (member price)
or $190 PDF download
72
The Oregon Defense Attorney
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Measure 73: A
Rundown of the
Campaign

“Every newspaper
editorial has
recommended rejecting
the measure.”

Legislative Update

By Gail Meyer
By the time this column is printed and lands in your
box, the November 2nd election will be over. We
will know firsthand whether Oregon voters have
continued their glutinous feed on tough-on-crime
mandatory minimums, or whether they finally
declined another round of fattening decadence,
pushed themselves away from the table and simply
declared, “Enough.” As a practitioner old enough to
remember pre-guideline indeterminate sentencing,
it hurts me deeply to think that judicial sentencing
discretion is a relic of the past. Regardless of
voter outcome, however, I do take heart that the
campaign was a positive exercise in coalitionbuilding and resource-creativity.
Since 1994 when Kevin Mannix convinced
Oregonians to pass Measure 11, the Department
of Corrections budget has swelled by 66.5 percent.
Oregon now has the dubious distinction of spending
more of its General Fund dollars on the DOC budget
than on higher education. As a result, organizations
that would otherwise never weigh in on criminal
policy matters—like the Oregon Education
Association, the Oregon Nurses Association and
Oregon Business Alliance—now monitor these
measures closely for their impact on the General
Fund. Our Oregon, a coalition of statewide groups
that includes OEA and public employee unions,
also throws its substantial experience, staffing and
clout behind these measures. No longer are criminal
defense lawyers standing alone. In short, gluttony
has netted us a host of friends.
The sobering reality is, however, that Oregonians
continue to love their mandatory minimum sentencing
schemes regardless of need, cost, or consequence.
OCDLA partnered with Our Oregon and other
organizations in funding a voter poll at the beginning
of the campaign; this poll thereafter informed virtually
every campaign move made by coalition partners. The
poll identified three messaging themes that had some
hope of traction with voters: Measure 73 is the wrong
solution to serious problems; it is vague and poorly
written; accordingly, it has far too many unintended
consequences. Frustrating, isn’t it? We know as
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criminal defense lawyers that existing sentencing laws
adequately address “the problem” of repeat DUII
and sex offenders; we know that Measure 73 isn’t
vague—if anything, it’s overbroad; and we know that
the consequences of Measure 73 were completely
intended. Trust me: my forehead is permanently
disfigured from having repeatedly pounded on the
concepts important to us, but when we say “separate
criminal episode” and “same judicial proceeding,”
voters only hear “repeat sex offender” and “repeat
drunk driver.” The disquieting truth is: we don’t talk in
the same language with which voters listen.
Be that as it may, these polling results
controlled the content of statements in the Voters
Pamphlets, and, fortunately for us, over twelve
organizations felt invested enough in the measure
to fund a $1200 statement. That’s not bad, given
that supporters only collected three statements in
favor. It will be interesting to observe what effect
the Citizen Initiative Review Statement printed at
the beginning of the measure discussion will have.
As you recall, 21 out of 24 on the citizens’ panel
recommended rejecting the measure.
OCDLA tried something new with its Voters
Pamphlet statement: we financed a statement
signed by nine OCDLA members but who were
former prosecutors from Oregon counties around
the state. I extend my gratitude to Greg Veralrud,
Valerie Wright, Richard Forcum, Janie Burcart,
Andy Vandergaw, Peter Fahy, Downing Bethune,
Nancy Nordlander and Michael Romano for putting
their credentials and weight of experience on the
line with this. [To see their statement, go to http://
www.sos.state.or.us/elections/nov22010/guide/
m73_opp.html.] My sense is that the voice of
former prosecutors has untapped strength; one of
the local newspapers cited the arguments of former
Continued on next page
OCDLA Member Gail Meyer, one of the association’s two
lobbyists, can be reached at glmlobby@nwlink.com.
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Formative Meeting of
Former Prosecutors
& Assistant United States
Attorneys

prosecutors as a compelling reason to reject the measure.
The net result of this effort? OCDLA is organizing its former
prosecutor members to see how else we can utilize their
collective breadth of experience. A formational meeting of
former prosecutors is occurring at the Benson conference
on Friday, December 3 at 8:00 am. (see invitation from Bob
Weaver and Jason Thompson at right).
The coalition-building effort expanded to a host of
organizations with which we don’t normally partner. The
following organizations encouraged a No vote: League
of Women Voters of Oregon, Oregon Nurses Association,
Oregon Business Association, Partnership for Safety and
Justice, Oregon Coalition Against Domestic and Sexual
Violence, Addiction Counselor Certification Board of
Oregon, Advocacy Coalition of Seniors and People
with Disabilities, Basic Rights Oregon, Elders in Action
Commission, Human Services Coalition of Oregon, Juvenile
Rights Project, Oregon Action, Oregon AFSCME Council 75,
Oregon Alliance for Retired Americans, Oregon Consumer
League, Oregon Education Association, Oregon State
Council for Retired Citizens, SEIU Local 503, Stand for
Children, United Seniors of Oregon.
Both gubernatorial candidates Chris Dudley and John
Kitzhaber came out against the measure. Additionally,
the coalition was able to attract the respected and
commendable talents of Greg MacPherson (former
democratic representative, Lake Oswego and candidate
for attorney general) and Lane Shetterly (former republican
representative, Dallas) to debate Kevin Mannix on TV and
other public forums.
As I write this column, every newspaper editorial has
recommended rejecting the measure. That includes the
Wallowa County Chieftain which quoted the opposition of
our former prosecutors as a compelling reason to reject the
measure. The City Club of Portland and other organizations
also recommended its defeat.
So why didn’t this campaign result in a flurry of air, radio
and newspaper ads? This time, tactics played a role as well
as money. Given that Mannix and the Anti-Crime Alliance
in August lost its funding source in Loren Parks, it was likely
that proponents couldn’t finance their typical campaign of
fear, retribution and loathing. And yes, the closeness of the
gubernatorial race and other offices drained resources and
interest in extending money to this campaign. Hopefully, you
responded to our request to participate in an email campaign
and sent an email to all your neighbors and friends.
Regardless of election outcome, we will take the time
to assess our participation in the campaign and learn for
the next initiative go-round. Given Oregon’s love affair with
tough-on-crime measures, we had best be mindful there
likely will be another before too long.
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Friday, December 3, 2010
8:00 – 9:30 a.m.
The Benson Hotel, Portland
A complimentary continental breakfast will be served.
Did you realize that the Oregon Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association has over eighty-five active
members who are former state prosecutors or Assistant
United States Attorneys? Of these, a handful have been
elected county DAs, and a dozen or more have been
chief or senior deputies; many have been responsible
for exercising discretion under harsh mandatory
sentencing laws.
Those of us who prosecuted in the federal system
operated daily with recorded grand juries and secured
convictions with a unanimous verdict. As these and
other issues attract attention and public debate, those
of us with prior prosecutorial experience can offer an
informed and unique insight.
Please accept our personal invitation to a formative
meeting of former prosecutors and AUSAs on December
3 to collectively discuss whether there may be untapped
strength in our numbers and how we might organize
ourselves to exercise it.
OCDLA’s legislative representatives Gail Meyer and
Jennifer Williamson will share the long-range goals
of OCDLA’s lobby effort and their perspective of what
role we might fill in these debates. But the decisions,
however we frame them, will be ours to make.
Please RSVP by email at info@ocdla.org or by phone at
(541) 686-8716 and indicate whether you will be able
to attend. If unable to attend, please let us know if you
are interested in staying informed on any decisions and
future actions by this group.
Thank you. We hope to see you on December 3rd.
— Robert C. Weaver, Jr., Former AUSA
— Jason Thompson, Former State Prosecutor
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Representing Servicemembers

Making Use of the
Veterans Diversion Bill

“…differential treatment for
veterans ‘has always been
deemed to be legitimate.’”

By Jesse Wm. Barton

R

ecent reports I’ve gotten about OCDLA
members’ unsuccessful efforts to persuade
DAs to use their expanded authority under
the 2010 Legislature’s Senate Bill 999 (amending
ORS 135.881, 135.886, and 135.896) to divert
veteran-defendants from criminal prosecution
lead me to say this: If your client’s case is the type
that traditionally doesn’t get much sympathy from
DAs—e.g., a case involving domestic-violence
charges—you’ve got to get your “sh** together” (in
military vernacular) before you approach the DA
about diverting the case.
Before you say word one to the DA, you’ll need
to have a diversion program all lined up. Just as
important, you’ll need to prepare a comprehensive
case in support of your client’s admission into the
program. Likely you’ll want to seek support from
veterans-advocacy organizations. Almost certainly
you’ll want to seek support from your client’s
superiors in his military unit. And although the
bill (by design) doesn’t require it, most DAs will
expect to see proof that the defendant’s military
service is causally connected to his or her criminal
conduct—e.g., proof that the defendant’s criminal
conduct is a symptom of combat-related PTSD or
traumatic brain injury (TBI), in conjunction with
the defendant’s “programming” by the military total
institution.
At the same time, it’s important not to rely too
heavily on help from the federal Dept. of Veterans
Affairs or other governmental agencies. Although
governmental agencies sometimes can be of great
help, most often they can go only so far in helping
veteran-defendants (and in truth, too often they
can’t go far enough).
Regardless of individual opinions on the merits
of the now nearly nine-year-old Global War on
Terror, national policy has long recognized that
because “[v]eterans have been obliged to drop
their own affairs to take up the burdens of the
nation, subjecting themselves to the mental and
physical hazards as well as the economic and
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family detriments which are peculiar to military
service and which do not exist in normal civil life,”
differential treatment for veterans “has always been
deemed to be legitimate.” Regan v. Taxation with
Representation, 461 US 540, 551 (1983) (internal
quotations and citations omitted). Particularly
in cases that traditionally don’t generate much
sympathy for “civilian” defendants, persuading
a DA to afford your veteran client differential
treatment will require, from the get-go, presenting
the DA a comprehensive case in support of SB 999
diversion.
To be sure, the case probably won’t need to
be as comprehensive as the one Markku Sario
presented the jury in State v. Jessie Bratcher. But
because you’ll be asking the DA for something
that’s extraordinary, you’ll need to show the DA that
because your client was subjected to “the mental
and physical hazards as well as the economic and
family detriments which are peculiar to military
service and which do not exist in normal civil
life,” Regan, 461 US at 551, your veteran client’s
case is extraordinary, so is deserving of differential
treatment.
If you missed the Veterans seminar in February,
2010, see the program and order written and audio
materials at ocdla.org.

OCDLA Member Jesse Wm. Barton practices law in Salem.
He is author of Felony Sentencing in Oregon: Guidelines,
Statutes, Cases. Jesse will receive the Oregon State Bar’s
President’s Public Service Award on December 2 in Portland.
The Oregon Defense Attorney

4th Annual OCDLA / UO

Trial Skills College
PRACTICAL HANDS-ON TRAINING
FEBRUARY 4–5

Special Guest Faculty —
Jeffery Robinson, Seattle

Voir Dire
n Opening Statements
n Direct Examination
n Cross Examination
n Closing Statements
n

Cynthia Roseberry, Georgia

ABOUT THE PROGRAM
Designed to train trial lawyers in a controlled, nonthreatening environment. Lawyers of all experience
levels are eligible. Small-group exercises will
include opening statement, direct and cross
examination and closing using a prepared case
which students receive in advance. The exercises
will be videotaped and then individually critiqued
by an instructor.

The Trial College takes place at the
University of Oregon Law School in
Eugene. CLE credit — approximately
17 practical skills credits, pending.

Thirty two participants will be selected from around
the state to ensure geographic diversity.

$350

Members save $25 — register online during November.
HOW TO APPLY
Send a note of interest to info@ocdla.org and include the number of years you have practiced and the number of
trials you have done. This information is for placement purposes only. First come, first served. Applications must be
received by January 6, 2011. If you have questions, call the OCDLA office or Martha Spinhirne,
program coordinator (503-225-9100).
Oregon Criminal Defense Lawyers Association • 96 East Broadway, Suite 5, Eugene, OR 97401
(541) 686-8716 • info@ocdla.org • ocdla.org
The Oregon Defense Attorney
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Thank You

OCDLA Spanish Law,
Language and Diversity
Program

to these individuals & firms for
donating to OCDLA’s seminar scholarships:
Search and Seizure
David Audet, Hillsboro
Laurie Bender, Portland
Leland Berger, Portland
Laura Fine, Eugene
Susan Elizabeth Reese, Portland
Olcott Thompson, Salem
McCrea PC, Eugene
David McDonald, Portland
Troy, Rosenberg & Wolfe, PC
Yonit Sharaby, Portland
Gordon Mallon, Silverton
Cate Wollam, Portland

La Paz, Baja, Mexico
February 13–18, 2011
Tuition — $1,395

This program will help defense lawyers:
• better represent their Hispanic clients by
understanding the distinctions between the
Mexican and American justice systems and
the expectations Mexican clients have when
they are involved in the American justice
system

Public Defense Management
Katherine Berger, Portland
Karpstein & Verhulst, P.C., Hillsboro
Olcott Thompson, Salem

• improve Spanish language skills needed
to communicate legal concepts with
Hispanic clients

Death Penalty
Rhonda Coats, Bend
Duane McCabe, Bend
Teresa McMahill, Portland
Olcott Thompson, Salem
Ralph Smith, Bend
Sunny Climate Seminar
Victor Hoffer, Mt. Angel

NOVEMBER

ONLINE
SAVINGS
MEMBERS ONLY

During November — Save $25
when you register for the
TRIALS SKILLS COLLEGE

online.
ocdla.org
November/December 2010

Limited to 25 participants.
Send a $250 deposit right away to hold
your spot. Tuition balance of $1,145, due
December 1, 2010.
Sponsored by the Oregon Criminal Defense Lawyers Association. OCDLA.org.

Visit www.ocdla.org for details.

Need a special jury instruction ASAP?
Sole practitioner and feeling overwhelmed?

Dive into the Pond!
OCDLA’s members’ only listserve
Free with membership at: info@ocdla.org.

• expert referrals
• brilliant practice tips
• even motions and memoranda—fast!
• “This list rocks!”
“In half an hour I will be at sentencing and well-prepared for my client’s
case because of all of you... I just can’t say enough. I’m a solo, and there are
times when I simply can’t be versed on everything.... And you guys don’t
lecture me, you just help. It’s sooooo appreciated!!! —Kittee Custer
Big Defense Win in Corvallis!
“As a solo practitioner in an empty office, it was great to celebrate the victory via the Pond, my comrades-in-arms.”
—Terri Wood
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The NEW Essential Reference Tool

Major Crimes and Defenses
Don’t Start Your Case Without This Manual
• Brainstorm a case in its earliest stages
• Successfully direct the investigation
• Plan motions and trial strategies
• Guide the case to its most successful conclusion
• Record new case law or statute changes
David T. McDonald &
Patrick John Sweeney Editors
plus dozens of OCDLA members who
contributed revisions and updates.

Revised and updated second edition – 30 crimes, each with

• Statutes, Case Law, Jury Instructions
• Practice Tips and Strategies
• Sentencing Issues

2010 edition, $285 members, $335 nonmembers
$240 PDF download (members only)

541.686.8716 or online: ocdla.org

1000 pages packed with tips & strategies & NEW 2010 Updates!
NEW — DMV Hearings chapter
NEW — Boating and Biking Under the Influence chapters
NEW — Intoxilyzer 8000 – chapter, studies, source code
litigation, Operator's Guide & more

Plus — updates on Diversion, Felony DUII,
Sentencing & more.

Pays for itself with every case!
Members — $285. A great value.
ocdla.org / 541.686.8716
Ninth ed.,
edited by Cate Wollam
released January 2009
includes March 2010 update

FREE SHIPPING
Or, save 15% when you order the PDF Download online.

The DUII Trial Notebook
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State v. Nicholas King

B e a u t i fu l Wo r d s

By Susan Elizabeth Reese
Case: State v. Nicholas King
Defense Counsel: Lori Coukoulis, Lisa Maxfield
Investigator: Cynthia Hamilton
Date: June 21 – July 2, 2010
Court: Yamhill County Circuit Court
Judge: The Honorable John Collins
Prosecutor: Kate Peterson, Deputy District Attorney
Charges: Attempted Rape in the First Degree;
Attempted Sodomy in the First Degree; Attempted
Sexual Penetration in the First Degree
Verdict: Not guilty on all counts

S

eventeen-year-old Nicholas Wayne King met
14-year-old Chelsea Talbert after weeks of
Internet exchanges, which started with his
MySpace account, in late 2008. Chelsea and her
neighbor, Tiffany Slay, invited Nic and his friend,
Ryan Gibson, to come “hang” with them near their
mobile home park in Newberg. Chelsea started a
serious pursuit of Nic after her efforts to flirt with
Ryan Gibson seemed unsuccessful.1
By January 2009, Nic and Chelsea had
exchanged dozens of affectionate text messages.
That winter, Chelsea was also going after other
boys, including Ian Burgess, Nathan Barnard, Kevin
Doby and James Lucia. Many of these young men
visited Chelsea in her manufactured home when
her mother, Stormy Lowry, was not there.
Around this time, Chelsea went to her friend
Sarah Wells’ house to visit and to spend the night.
Chelsea invited Nic and Ryan, by texting, to join the
two girls. Sarah described Chelsea as “hanging on”
Nic and “making out” with him. She later told Sarah
that she had given Nic a “hand job” at the park.
In later text messages, Nic and Chelsea teased
each other about “doing naughty things” the next
time they were together. A week later, the four met
again at the park in Wilsonville, the town in which
Nic lived. Sarah Wells recalled that Chelsea sat on
Nic’s lap and again was “making out” with him. At
the park, Chelsea told Nic that she wanted to have
sex. Reluctant to do that in a public place, Nic
suggested that they wait until they found a more
private location.
Eventually, after more texting and phone calls,
Chelsea suggested that they have sex at her house
on Valentine’s Day when her mother was out of
town. Nic planned to be away with his family that
day, but suggested that they could get together
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before he left. On February 11, Chelsea knew that
her mother planned to go out with a friend after
work. After numerous text messages, she arranged
with Nic to come to her home that evening.
Sometime around 6:00 p.m. both Nic and Ryan
(Nic’s ride) arrived. The three of them sat on the sofa
in the living room and talked for a bit. Then Chelsea
went into her bedroom with Nic. According to
Chelsea’s complaint to police, Nic tried to rape her
and had oral sex with her. The acts were charged
with “forcible compulsion,” resulting in bruises on
Chelsea’s palms, which she claimed occurred as she
tried to push Nic’s hips away during intercourse. The
next day, February 12, Chelsea told her mother that
Nic King had raped her.
Eight days later, three police officers took Nic
out of his classes at Wilsonville High School and
interrogated him away from teachers, friends and
family. He was completely cooperative, answering
all of their questions and speaking openly. He told
them that he had engaged in sex with Chelsea but
that she had initiated and completely controlled it.2
Detectives never bothered to interview Ryan
Gibson, nor did they seek out Chelsea’s other
friends. They charged Nic in juvenile court with
three sex offenses and arrested him.
While the case was still in juvenile court,
Nic took and passed a psychosexual evaluation
completed by Dr. David Kitch in Beaverton. The
juvenile court judge refused several requests to
allow Nic, who had strong family ties and no prior
record, to be free from custody. Eventually, after the
case was remanded to adult court, Judge Collins
granted defense attorney Coukoulis’ motion to
allow pretrial release.
Initially Chelsea claimed that Nic kissed
her after their sexual encounter and had taken a
picture of the kiss with Chelsea’s cell phone. The
officers did not seize the phone but led the defense
for many months to believe it was safely in the
Continued on next page
OCDLA Life Member Susan Elizabeth Reese practices law in
Portland. She serves on OCDLA’s Education Committee.
OCDLA Member Lori Coukoulis practices law in
McMinnville.
OCDLA Member Cynthia Hamilton is an investigator in
Clackamas.
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couple having sex. He was absolutely certain he heard no
yelling.
Nic testified in his own defense. He said that he asked
Chelsea several times in the bedroom if she wanted to have
sex and she assured him that she did. He said Chelsea
took her clothes off and began their encounter. They each
performed oral sex on each other. Consistent with other
testimony that she “makes guys work for it,” she told Nic
to stop several times. He stopped, she began again, and so
did he. Finally, after the third time, Nic had had enough. He
simply said “We are done,” dressed, and left the bedroom.
Ryan testified that Chelsea seemed “upbeat” when she and
Nic came out. He watched as they kissed on the lips. As
Ryan was walking out the door, Chelsea took a photo with
her cell phone of her kissing Nic on the cheek.
Meanwhile, Tiffany had seen Ryan’s red car outside
Chelsea’s home. Angry because she had a crush on Nic, she
began to send text messages to him and Chelsea. Knowing
that Tiffany would likely tell her grandmother, who would
probably tell Stormy, Chelsea had a motive to revise the
history of her behavior with Nic.
Other defense witnesses testified that Chelsea had
numerous sexual encounters with both boys and girls and
that she had purchased pregnancy test kits since she was 12.
Both Dr. Michael Propst and Dr. Skip Freedman testified that
Chelsea’s bruises on her palms could not possibly have been
caused by her trying to push Nic away.
The defense called about 40 witnesses. Approximately
15 character witnesses, even those who considered
themselves friends of Chelsea, testified that she was
dishonest.
The jury took about two hours to render beautiful
words on all three counts against Nic. When Judge Colllins
announced the verdict on the first count, Nic broke into
tears. As he read the remaining verdicts, both defense
counsel began crying; finally, even the women on the jury
were sobbing.
Although Nic was initially suspended from Wilsonville
High School, his lawyers effected his reinstatement and he
graduated (at age 19) on June 11. He is now working part time
in each of his attorneys’ offices. He is debating whether the
future includes the Marine Corps or law school or both.

BEAUTIFUL WORDS Continued from previous page.

Newberg Police evidence locker. After repeated requests
and hearings concerning the phone, the defense learned that
Chelsea’s mother had instructed her to erase the images from
the phone.
When Ms. Coukoulis realized that the state was resisting
discovery and could be concealing exculpatory evidence,
she invited Portland attorney Lisa Maxfield to join the
defense team. Together they litigated numerous motions
concerning discovery and access to the missing cell phone.
In addition, for two and a half days they argued a motion
to allow evidence of Chelsea’s prior sexual conduct to be
admitted at trial. Judge Collins granted the motion to allow
Rule 412 evidence, and Chelsea’s promiscuous background
became part of the case.
At trial, Chelsea claimed that she was a sexual innocent
and she had no idea what Nic was doing when they engaged
in oral sex. The numerous stories that she had told, not only
to officers but also to her friends, came back to haunt her on
cross-examination.
The defense case revealed that Chelsea’s friend (and
neighbor) Tiffany’s grandmother, Dora Harney, with whom
Tiffany lived, had been concerned about Chelsea’s behavior.
She said she had seen “bushels of boys” arriving at the home
when Stormy was not there. Boys would even go through
the window to see Chelsea. Dora had confronted Chelsea’s
mother with her observations. Stormy, however, got angry
at what she thought were accusations against her daughter;
when Chelsea found out that her neighbor had spoken with
her mother about her behavior, she burst into tears. Stormy
had often told Chelsea that she was not allowed to have boys
in the home when she was there alone. It was a major issue:
Chelsea knew she would be punished if she were caught
alone with male visitors again.
This was the context on February 11, 2009—the day of
the claimed rape. That afternoon, Chelsea spent hours on
her cell phone and computer pursuing boys. The evidence
established that before 5:00 p.m. she had sent dozens of text
messages to James Lucia. She made numerous calls and texts
to Ian Burgess, but he knew better than to visit Chelsea when
her mom was away. Chelsea sent over 110 text messages to
Nathan Barnard that afternoon, and at 4:46 p.m. she went
to his MySpace page to send him a message that read, “Hey
Sexy – I want you.” Nathan did not respond immediately,
and seven minutes later Chelsea phoned Nic, inviting him to
her home and telling him her mom was gone.
Ryan Gibson testified that Nic and Chelsea were in
and out of the bedroom several times. At one point, either
Chelsea or Nic called Ryan back to the bedroom. There,
Chelsea showed them her birth control pills, and a birth
control pill pamphlet prominently taped to her bedroom
mirror.3 Ryan testified that back in the living room he heard
talking and then the sounds of what he believed were the
The Oregon Defense Attorney

Endnotes
1 Trial testimony reflected that Chelsea had a prior track record of ‘stealing’ other girls’ boyfriends.
2 Although the three-year difference in their ages would have provided a
defense to consensual sexual behavior, the allegation of “forcible compulsion” took away that option.
3 Kevin Doby and Nathan Barnard testified that Chelsea used the pills as
enticements to signal that having sex with her was “safe.”
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Thank you to our Door Prize Donors
to the October Death Penalty Defense
Seminar —

March 2010

Sentencing
Guidelines
Grid

Marine Discovery Tours
Mariner Square
Mo’s Restaurant
Moby Dick’s Seafood & Spirits
Pacific Breeze Seafoods
Rogue Ales
Sylvia Beach Hotel/Table of Contents
Whale’s Tale Restaurant

Edited by Jess Wm. Barton

Keep Me Current

A must-have, easy-to-use,
full-color guide to Oregon
sentencing guidelines.

It’s quick and easy to keep
your manuals current.
OCDLA’s Keep Me Current plan allows owners of the
Search and Seizure and Felony Sentencing
in Oregon manuals to receive twice-a-year updates
automatically.

“No kid in a delinquency
case should ever leave your
office without seeing the
sentencing guidelines grid.”
— Dan Cross
OCDLA Past President

We bill you yearly for the updates, and you no
longer need to wonder if your manuals are out of
date. Call OCDLA to sign up, or visit ocdla.org to
order the Keep Me Current plan for either Search and
Seizure or Felony Sentencing in Oregon.

Order extras for your
colleagues and an extra one
for yourself, just in case.

ONLINE

Legal Document Library

$20 members

OCDLA.ORG
Go to Members Only, then
Legal Document Library

Appellate Issues

Merger

DUII

Property Crimes

Evidence

Stalking

Grand Jury

and more.

$25 nonmembers
full-color, double-sided,
laminated, 8.5 x 11 inches
Add $2 shipping on orders totalling
less than $25.

Order at www.ocdla.org,
call 541-686-87616, or mail
a check to OCDLA, 96 East
Broadway, Suite 5, Eugene,
OR 97401.

ONLINE JOB SEARCH
Find a job! Post a résumé!
ocdla.org.
The Oregon Defense Attorney
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OCDLA’s Search and Seizure Manual
An OCDLA Original:
• Now in its 5th edition, edited by Bob Homan
• Includes all cumulative case law updates since 2002
• NEW — Appeals
• NEW — Federal Issues
• Substantial changes on CONSENT and VEHICLE STOPS

July 2010 update included!
Featuring cases on extended stops, concealed weapons and more
and the Oregon Search & Seizure Memorandum.
Order your copy today!

Available to OCDLA
members for $245
($295 nonmembers).
Order online at
ocdla.org
or call 541.686.8716.

FREE SHIPPING

OCDLA members can order the PDF version online and save $40! Go to ocdla.org.

NEW! Second Edition

The Investigator’s Manual
2nd edition, 2010
Edited by Rhonda Coats, Lynette Lazenby and Brenda Tam
Tips, strategies & resources covering:
• Computer evidence & forensics, hardware & security
• Forensic photography & conducting surveillance
• Investigating informants, locating & interviewing witnesses, including juveniles
• Handling subpoenas, including out-of-state witnesses
• Ethics, victims’ rights issues, & the effective attorney-investigative team
Plus dozens of OARs, statutes, Rules of Civil Procedure, sample release forms
and informative appendices.

$125 for members, or
Download the PDF for $105.
541.686.8716 ocdla.org

“No Oregon PI should practice without it.”
The Oregon Defense Attorney
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Donors Make the Difference
Thank you to all of our donors. Below are those who contributed to
OCDLA during the past 12 months.

Scholarship Fund Donors
$500 or Greater

Up to $25

Hugh Duvall

Paul Aubry
David Audet
Jesse Wm. Barton
Laurie Bender
Alexis Bishop
Bradley Cascagnette		
David Celuch
Jesse Coggins
Richard Cremer
Daniel Cross
Eggert & Heslinga
Laura Fine
Mary Goody
M. Westbrook Johnson		
Jacqueline Joseph
Rosalind Manson Lee
Bonnie Lam
John Neidig
Tony Schwartz
Ralph Smith
Ingrid Swenson
Cate Wollam
Bruce Tarbox
Jason Thompson
Troy, Rosenberg & Wolfe, PC
Steven Wax
Brian Zanotelli

$301-$499
Phillip Margolin		
Duane McCabe
McCrea, P.C.
David McDonald

T h a n k Yo u

$101-$300
Katherine Berger
Leland Berger
Rhonda Coats
Hoevet Boise & Olson, P.C.
Karpsteinf & Verhulst, P.C.
Olcott Thompson		
James Rice			
Valerie Wright		

$26-$100
Aller, Morrison, Robertson, P.C.
Wendell Birkland
Tom Bostwick
Janet Boytano
Thomas Coan		
Jenny Cooke
Jeffrey Ellis
Laurie Godfrey
Adam Greenman
Dennis Hachler
Mark Heslinga
Victor Hoffer
Stephen Houze
James Lang
John Lundeen
Gordon Mallon
Teresa McMahill		
Lynne Morgan		
Shannon Mortimer
Susan Elizabeth Reese
Yonit Sharaby
Philip Studenberg		
Jon Springer
Suzanne Taylor
David Veverka

November/December 2010
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Legislative Advocacy
Fund Donors
$750 or Greater
Janet Hoffman

$501-$749
David McDonald
John Potter

$500
Jesse Wm. Barton
Michael Levine
Duane McCabe
Shaun McCrea
Gail Meyer
John Powers
Susan Elizabeth Reese

$400
James Hennings

$250
James Arneson
Erik Bucher
David Celuch
Richard Cremer
Daniel Cross
William Dials
Ronald Hoevet
Daniel Koenig
Kenneth Lerner
Lisa Maxfield
Jim Pex
Robert Raschio
Forrest Rieke
Ryan Scott
Ross Shepard
Steven Sherlag
Ingrid Swenson
Jason Thompson
Steven Wax
Richard Wolf
Kenneth Wright
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$101-$200
C. Lane Borg
Janet Boytano
Marie Desmond
Chris Hansen
Stephen Sady

$26-$100

Kent Anderson
Dawn Andrews
David Audet		
M. Janise Augur
Amy Baggio
Laurie Bender
Paul Beneke
Leland Berger
Whitney Boise
Anthony Bornstein
Daniel Carroll		
Steven Copple
Deborah Cumming		
Lynn Deffebach
Eggert & Heslinga
Jeffrey Ellis		
Peter Gartlan
Laura Graser
A. Hamalian
DeAnna Horne
Robert Hutchings
Cynthia Hamilton
Robert Homan
Robert Huggins

J. Kevin Hunt
Wendy Kunkel
John Lamborn		
Lynette Lazenby
Paul Levy
Lisa Ludwig
Gordon Mallon
Susan Mandiberg
John Neidig
John Orr
Robert Reid
Garrett Richardson
Matthew Rubenstein
Tera Schreiber
Debra Sirotiak
Tom Sermak
Suzanne Taylor
John Tuthill
John Tyner
Cate Wollam		

Up to $25

Benjamin Andersen
Mary Bruington
Stephanie Engelsman
Maurisa Gates		
Celia Howes
James Lang
Per C. Olson
Michelle Ryan
Holly Telerant
Elizabeth Wakefield
Brian Zanotelli

Building Fund Donors
$10,000

$1000

Chris and
Suzanna Hansen

Ann Christian
James Hennings

$250
Joe Maier

$101–$249
Katherine Berger
A portion of this donation is made
on behalf of Greg Hazarabedian and
June Sedarbaun, in celebration of
their new marriage.

Up to $100
Janet Boytano
James Lang
John Tyner		
Brian Zanotelli

General Fund Donors
$250 or Greater
Kevin Hashizume

Donate to one or more of OCDLA’s special funds.
Scholarship Fund — Assists members

Building Fund — Funds go toward

who otherwise would not be able to
attend OCDLA seminars.

the purchase of an office building,
a top priority of the OCDLA Board.

Legislative Advocacy — Support

Leave a Legacy — Consider OCDLA

OCDLA’s lobbying effort, which focuses
on securing public defense funding,
promoting legislation beneficial to the
criminal justice system, and protecting
the constitutional and statutory rights of
those accused of crime. This is not the
OCDLA–PAC.

in your estate planning, with the
assistance of Leave a Legacy, a
campaign to help people make the
most of their charitable giving. For
help structuring your memorial gift or
estate plan, consult with an attorney,
financial planner, accountant or
insurance agent. Visit Leave a Legacy
at leavealegacyoregon.org for details.

General Support — Make a general
donation and we will apply your gift
where it is most needed.
The Oregon Defense Attorney
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How to Donate
You may send a check in
the mail, donate online at
ocdla.org, or contact
the OCDLA office:
(541) 686-8716,
info@ocdla.org,
Nonprofit Status
OCDLA is a 501(c)(3)
nonprofit educational association, governed by a
14-member board. Check
with your tax advisor regarding whether or not your
contirbution to OCDLA is
tax deductible.
OCDLA Tax ID#:
93-0743226.
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Welcome, New Members

Since August 24, 2010

Academic
Bryan Boender, Eugene
Lindsey Burrows, Portland
Carrie Luelling, Wilsonville
Aaron Martin, Eugene
Alyosha McClain, Portland

Riley Jones, Eugene
Jessica Klarr, Eugene
Josephine Co. Law Library, Grants Pass
Charles Vander Perren, Baker City
Maraed Walsh, Portland
Mary Zinkin, Portland

Nonlawyer
Roberta Ballard, Portland
Shawn Blehm, Salem
Reina Estimo, Warm Springs
Cheri Folsom, Portland

Regular
Pete Castleberry, Portland
Emily E. Elison, Portland
Matthew Goldberg, Portland
Colin Rockey Hackett, Portland

Mark G. Hansen, Portland
Robert Beau Kellogg, Eugene
Aidan Melia, Salem R
David William Penoyer, Lake Oswego
Joshua Pond, Hillsboro
John Robb, Portland
Lauren Schmidt-Dipaola, Hillsboro
Thomas M. Spear, Bend
Karen A. Steele, Salem
Todd A. Struble, Lake Oswego
Sarah E. Tuthill, Tillamook
James L. von Boeckmann, Eugene

Our Members

Thank You, OCDLA Life Members One-time membership fee (currently $5,000)
Leeon F. Aller, Roseburg
M. Janise Augur, Eugene
Richard Lee Barton, Portland
Kelly R. Beckley, Eugene
John E. Bennington, Eugene
James E. Bernstein, Oregon City
Pat Birmingham, Portland
Timothy M. Bowman, Portland
Enver Bozgoz, Klamath Falls
William S. Brennan, Portland
Claudia E. Browne, Grants Pass
Christopher Edward Burris, Oregon City
Peter J. Carini, Medford
David R. Carlson, Vale
Des Connall, Portland
Jenny Cooke, Oregon City
Richard L. Cowan, Salem
Richard A. Cremer, Roseburg
Constance Crooker, Portland
Mark Austin Cross, Oregon City
Michael D. Curtis, Portland
Jacques P. DePlois, Coos Bay
Chris W. Dunfield, Corvallis
Edward L. Dunkerly, Vancouver
Jay Edwards, Salem
Thomas L. Fagan, Eugene
Daniel L. Feiner, Portland
Paul M. Ferder, Salem
Laura A. Fine, Eugene
Steven H. Gorham, Salem
John M. Halpern, Jr., Eugene

Chris Hansen, Eugene
Fredrick Hass, Portland
Gregory J. Hazarabedian, Eugene
John H. Hingson, III, Oregon City
Rush M. Hoag II, Eugene
Victor Hoffer, Mt. Angel
Robert C. Homan, Eugene
Bruce Howlett, Portland
J. Kevin Hunt, Oregon City
Steven Jacobson, Portland
Carter Kerns, Pendleton
Charles Kochlacs, Medford
Steven L. Krasik, Salem
Paul H. Kuebrich, Albany
Angie La Nier, Medford
Neil F. Lathen, Salem
Gordon Mallon, Burns
Phillip M. Margolin, Portland
Harris S. Matarazzo, Portland
Shaun S. McCrea, Eugene
David T. McDonald, Portland
James P. McHugh, Oregon City
J. Robert Moon, Jr., Baker City
Lynn M. Myrick, Grants Pass
Robert H. Nagler, Eugene
John W. Neidig, Portland
Lindsay R. Partridge, Salem
Robert N. Peters, Eugene
Paul S. Petterson, Portland
Michael Phillips, Eugene
David J. Phillips, Eugene

John Powers, Portland
Mark Rader, Ontario
Susan Elizabeth Reese, Portland
Forrest Reid, Albany
Beverly D. Richardson, McMinnville
Martha L. Roberts, Eugene
Ilisa H.R. Rooke-Ley, Eugene
Michael E. Rose, Portland
Janet Rosencrantz, Eugene
Robert M. Schrank, Eugene
Thomas S. Sermak, Eugene
Ross M. Shepard, Washington, DC
Steven J. Sherlag, Portland
Geoffrey Squier Silver, Portland
Emily Simon, Portland
Richard Smurthwaite, Eugene
Philip W. Studenberg, Klamath Falls
David G. Terry, Roseburg
Olcott Thompson, Salem
Bob Thuemmel, Portland
Walter J. Todd, Salem
William L. Tufts, Eugene
William Uhle, Portland
Monty K. VanderMay, Salem
Gregory E. Veralrud, Eugene
John C. Volmert, Eugene
Peter F. M. Warburg, Eugene
Kristen L. Winemiller, Portland
Richard L. Wolf, Portland
Valerie Wright, Bend

Thank You, OCDLA Sustaining Members
James A. Arneson, Roseburg
Michael D. Barker, Corvallis
Katherine O. Berger, Portland
Leland R. Berger, Portland
Thomas C. Bernier, Roseburg
Gary B. Bertoni, Portland
Marc D. Blackman, Portland
Whitney P. Boise, Portland
Tom C. Bostwick, Salem
Janet M. Boytano, Albany
Mark C. Cogan, Portland
Jesse Coggins, Coos Bay
Howard W. Collins, Salem
Brian D. Cox, Eugene
Daniel A. Cross, Hillsboro
Peter B. Fahy, Corvallis
Jenifer Feinberg, Medford
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Richard E. Forcum, Bend
James W. Gardner, Gold Beach
Robert A. Graham, Jr., Grants Pass
Kenneth C. Hadley, Baker City
James D. Hennings, Portland
David A. Hill, Eugene
Ronald H. Hoevet, Portland
Alan W. Karpinski, Portland
Daniel H. Koenig, Eugene
John B. Lamborn, Burns
Rosalind Manson Lee, Eugene
Kenneth Lerner, Portland
Philip A. Lewis, Portland
John W. Lundeen, Lake Oswego
Wayne Mackeson, Portland
Wm. Jason Mahan, Roseburg
Robert J. McCrea, Eugene
26

Roscoe C. Nelson, III, Portland
Gregory P. Oliveros, Clackamas
Per C. Olson, Portland
David M. Orf, Medford
Ellen C. Pitcher, Portland
Bert A. Putney, Medford
John S. Ransom, Portland
James B. Richardson, Portland
Stephen R. Sady, Portland
Markku A. Sario, Canyon City
Priscilla L. Seaborg, Portland
Norman Sepenuk, Portland
Ralph H. Smith, Bend
Marc Sussman, Portland
Jason E. Thompson, Salem
Raymond S. Tindell, Portland
Randall L. Vogt, Portland
The Oregon Defense Attorney

CLASSIFIED ADS
REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL

2-5 offices (some with secretarial

2011/2012 Public Defense

stations) available for lease in friendly,

Contracts

professional, beautiful, busy law

Clark County, Washington

office in downtown Eugene. On-street

is issuing a Request for

and lot parking, close proximity to

Proposal for two-year public defense

municipal, state, federal, and bankruptcy

contracts. The RFP will be released in

courthouses, the jail, all city/county

middle to late September email ann.

offices, and all downtown amenities.

christian@clark.wa.gov to be placed on

Tasteful offices include full reception

a list to receive the RFP directly or with

services, telephone system, voice-mail,

questions.

ADSL access, use of 3 conference rooms,
break room (with shower), and two work

FULL SERVICE OFFICE in downtown

rooms equipped with multiple copiers/

Portland available. Work alongside nine

imagers, facsimile machines, postage

other attorneys in the historic Pennoyer

meter, shredder, and lots of related

Building. Amenities include reception

equipment, access to lots of printed

service, shared conference and break

material/resources and abundant work

room facilities, internet and fax.

areas. For more information or to view

Convenient to courthouses and MAX.

the offices, contact OCDLA Member

Overflow and referral work a possibility.

Brian Cox at (541) 683-7151 or at bcox@

$500/month in rent on a month to month

scslaw.org.

lease. Call Drew Chilton at 503-3208507.

Oregon City Office John Henry
Hingson III has one office available in

Rader, Stoddard & Perez, P.C.

his building at 409 Center Street, Oregon

has opened a second office in Salem.

City. Close to elevator; off-street parking;

Attorneys Susan R. Gerber and Manuel

law library; conference room; share

Perez will be located at the new office,

copier, fax, etc. with three other lawyers.

located in the Reed Opera House

(503) 656-0355.

building at 189 Liberty Street, N.E. Suite
210, Salem, Oregon 97301. The phone
number for the new office is 971-2394771. The firm will be handling criminal
defense, including post-conviction, and

Sunriver Resort Rentals. Sleeps
2–8, hot tubs, bikes. Call Rush Hoag,
(541) 344-4125, 1-800-659-2761, www.
rush2sunriver.com.

domestic relations matters.

Criminal Appeals
for the client who deserves a second chance

Andy Simrin
Attorney at Law

503.265.8940

•
•
•
•

18 years appellate experience
over 140 published appellate opinions
16 supreme court opinions
author post-conviction proceedings

405 Northwest 18th ;venue • Portland, Oregon 972:9
The Oregon Defense Attorney
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2010–2011
Dues
r Life Member
$5000 one-time fee

r Sustaining Member
$390 / year

r Regular Member, bar 		
entry 2006–2009 		
$195 / year

r Regular Member,
bar entry up to 2005
$285 / year

r Professional Nonlawyer
$115 / year

r New Bar Admittee
(2010)

$50 first year

r Law Student $10 / year
r PAC Contribution		
$___ to the OCDLA–PAC

New
Member Benefit!
The Legislative
Analysis PDF
Available now at no
charge at ocdla.org.
Click on Members Only,
then Legal Document
Library, then look for
the Legislative Analysis
heading.
MEMBERSHIPS good through June 2011.
Join or renew online at ocdla.org (click
About OCDLA, then Membership Info).
OCDLA is a 501(c)(3) tax exempt organization. The OCDLA–PAC is a separate entity.
Call us at (541) 686-8716.
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Oregon Criminal Defense
Lawyers Association
96 East Broadway, Suite 5
Eugene, OR 97401
(541) 686-8716

Nonprofit Org.
U.S. Postage
PAID
Eugene, OR 97401
Permit #636

Ken Morrow
Lifetime Achievement Award
Recipients
2000: Ken Morrow, Eugene, in memoriam
2001: Bob McCrea, Eugene
2004: Duane McCabe & Ralph Smith, Bend
2005: Jim Hennings, Metropolitan Public Defenders
2008: Judge Linda Bergman

and now, 2010:

Bert Putney
Director, Southern Oregon Public Defender, Inc.

friday, december 3, the benson hotel
featuring cocktails, dinner, a short & lively auction
Speakers: The Honorable Lisa Greif and The Honorable Ray White
Master of Ceremonies: OCDLA President Rob Raschio

"Bert has changed the face of criminal defense practice in Oregon."

